Calcium: just a chemical switch?
The calcium-signature hypothesis has evolved as a concept to explain specificity in signaling pathways that utilise calcium as a second messenger. In plant biology, this hypothesis was purely conceptual and based only upon correlative observations until recently. In the past few years, however, empirical data have emerged from experiments that were specifically designed to tackle the question of how specificity is encoded by calcium. In light of the attractive calcium-signature hypothesis, other potential explanations for signalling specificity have been overshadowed and ignored: it has been assumed that the calcium-signature dogma will explain all plant calcium signaling. However, there is a good deal of evidence supporting a counter-hypothesis in which calcium does not itself encode specificity but is merely an essential 'switch' in signaling. At the very least, both hypotheses are likely to be true in different situations, and it may well be that the calcium-signature hypothesis describes the exception rather than the rule.